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Objectives: Every year, HEIs around the world provide an increasing number of graduates with professional degrees in various areas of healthcare including for example medicine, pharmacy, dentistry and podiatry. In most cases, these graduates will get the opportunity to develop a range of generic transferable skills during their HE. Yet, many of these become self-employed or responsible for managing a business, but are not always exposed to curricula that develop their awareness of the concepts of enterprise and entrepreneurship and their role in developing economies and societies, and, thus, do not have the necessary range of enterprise skills that they will need in the real-world, whether employed or self-employed.

This paper investigates the extent to which Enterprise Education (EE) is applied at professional schools at HEI to develop graduates’ ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills, and how effective the process of delivering this education is.

Prior work: Previous literature mainly deals with the application of enterprise education through business and management schools, rather than professional ones. Yet, there is a call for researching enterprise education and skills with more focus on exploring the methods and objectives of specific disciplines. At the same time, research investigating learning in professional degrees focuses almost entirely on the development of technical skills related to the discipline, without a general perspective on developing a wider range of enterprise skills.

Approach: The study draws on, but develops a PhD in the pharmacy education context. Personal interviews with pharmacy employers and academics were carried out, and thematic analysis was applied to identify themes and codes.

Results: Despite that experiential and interactive learning approaches, which can support the development of graduates’ enterprise skills, are applied quite often at pharmacy schools, the application of these approaches is focused on discipline-related material and, therefore, can only support the development of graduates’ ‘soft’ enterprise skills. However, there appears to be resistance against developing graduates’ ‘functional’ enterprise skills in pharmacy disciplines, especially in light of the lack of awareness of the concept of enterprise education among academics. The study offers some possible opportunities/propositions that could facilitate the development of more enterprising healthcare graduates, while highlighting the importance of raising the awareness of academics in this regard and embedding enterprise education as part of schools’ philosophies.

Implication: This study should help professional schools at HEIs decide more accurately on how to develop their graduates’ ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills, and address the needs of the real-world.

Value: This study directs the attention of HEIs to support developing professional graduates who are ready for the real-world, and who can support the growth and success of any organisation whether employed or self-employed.
Introduction:

There is a great emphasis nowadays, which is likely to continue, on having HE graduates who can compete at an international level, and demonstrate enterprise skills that allow for developing various business ideas and achieving effective enterprising environments and organisational growth (NSTF, 2000; CIHE, 2003; Rae, 2010). Consequently, the role of HEIs in delivering Enterprise Education (EE) to develop their graduates’ enterprise skills has been considerably emphasised in recent research, particularly that the traditional idea of an educated person who can demonstrate strong academic knowledge without enough skills is no longer a valid one. EE is of significant importance across business and non-business disciplines, but its delivery in non-business disciplines has not, so far, received significant attention. Therefore, this study is conducted in the pharmacy education context in HEIs; the study investigates the extent to which EE is applied at pharmacy schools, and how effectively it is being delivered.

The study considers the development of enterprise skills from two facets; the first facet is in terms of skills that influence the progress of businesses and business approaches (Neal, 2001), and, thus, affect the growth of the economy by increasing productivity and competitiveness, as well as creation of new businesses and opportunities (Thurik & Wennekers, 1999). These skills are, hereafter, referred to as the ‘functional’ enterprise skills (Volkmann, Karen, Mariotti, Rabuzzi, & Vyakarnam, 2009). ‘Functional’ skills involve ability to demonstrate a range of management skills such as strategic planning, writing business plans, marketing and product development, financial literacy, competitiveness, staff recruitment and retention, ability to take risks and many other skills, which are necessary for carrying out business tasks effectively (Broad, 2007). The second facet of enterprise skills that this study considers is in terms of generic transferable enterprise skills related to employability, which have been shown to have a growing impact on national competitiveness and the innovativeness of companies and individuals (Hytti & O’Gorman, 2004). These skills are, hereafter, referred to as the ‘soft’ enterprise skills (Davies, 2002), and include skills such as problem solving, self-learning, creative thinking and ability to demonstrate leadership.

In this regard, Whiteley (1995) stressed that enterprise education in HEIs should mainly aim to bridge studying and working environments by equipping graduates with life-long self-learning skills that are necessary for handling real-life working environments, Galloway et al. (2005) proposed that educators have a responsibility of preparing HE graduates for the economies where they will work, and Rae (2007) emphasised the need for strong connections between enterprise education and employability even though this is expected to impose challenges on educational systems. Accordingly, there has been a growing interest among HEIs to apply enterprise education over the last two decades in order to improve the level of graduate enterprise skills, and, accordingly, their performance in the marketplace.

In non-business disciplines, considering the growing importance and attention toward private enterprises, the starting-up of new businesses and the need for entrepreneurship training in these disciplines (Harsha, Hung-Bin, & Donald, 2010), reflections on the importance and future of healthcare professional graduates appears to be gaining more value. HEIs are under a lot of pressure to deliver graduates who are ready to face the significant changes in the sector, and who are ready to assume enterprising roles whereby they would be capable of taking risks and developing businesses, whether employed or self-employed. Addressing this issue is not a matter of helping the health profession survive as it is rather impossible that the demand for the health sector would diminish; rather, it is a matter of allowing the profession to thrive and preserve its professional image while coping with the flow of changes in the marketplace.

Indeed, educating professionals for the health sector involves large amounts of disciplinary knowledge, and it is well-acknowledged that HE of health professionals in all sectors will always have a main shared goal of providing safe and effective treatments and patient-care. However, the importance of the knowledge of the profession and areas of application of knowledge seem to be gaining more importance in light of the changes in the marketplace, and it cannot be neglected that such dynamic changes are likely to lead all professions in the health sector to require business and management knowledge and skills to become an essential part of healthcare disciplines. So, whether opening a retail pharmacy, or setting up a clinic practice, dentistry clinic, podiatry clinic or nutrition centre, health professions are probably, nowadays, integrated in business more than ever, which makes the matter of developing healthcare professional graduates’ enterprise skills an essential issue to address.
Developing such enterprise skills through enterprise education should involve an understanding of the theory behind management and entrepreneurship (Chiles, 2003), and should be associated with processes of creating new businesses, which are based on an understanding of business start-up management issues and addressing potential customers (Harsha, et al., 2010). Such understanding and application of management theory is apparently lacking in healthcare disciplines, and addressing this lack of understanding gap would inflict challenges on professional schools in HEIs due to the relatively short time available to address this gap in light of the science-condensed curricula in healthcare disciplines.

Accordingly, although there is an understanding that enterprise education is important for healthcare professional graduates, there is yet no general consensus of who should deliver this education, and how it is, or should be, delivered in professional schools at HEIs. Such understanding is essential in order to be able to assess the challenges of application of enterprise education more closely, and, accordingly, propose a clearer framework for delivering enterprise education more efficiently in healthcare disciplines.

This study investigates if and how professional schools at HEIs utilise enterprise education to develop their graduates’ enterprise skills, what opportunities might be available, and what barriers need to be overcome. In doing so, the study evaluates the opinions of professional academics and employers in the pharmacy sector, reflects on their views, and offers some possible opportunities/propositions that might facilitate the development of more enterprising healthcare graduates.

Developing Enterprise Skills through Enterprise Education:

This study considers enterprise skills from two facets; the first facet is in terms of skills that influence the progress of businesses and business approaches (Neal, 2001), and, thus, affect the growth of the economy by increasing productivity and competitiveness, as well as creation of new businesses and opportunities (Thurik & Wennekers, 1999). These skills are, hereafter, referred to as the ‘functional’ enterprise skills (Volkmann, et al., 2009). ‘Functional' skills involve ability to demonstrate a range of management skills such as strategic planning, writing business plans, marketing and product development, financial literacy, competitiveness, staff recruitment and retention, ability to take risks and many other skills, which are necessary for carrying out business tasks effectively (Broad, 2007). The second facet of enterprise skills that this study considers is in terms of generic transferable enterprise skills related to employability, which have been shown to have a growing impact on national competitiveness and the innovativeness of companies and individuals (Hytti & O’Gorman, 2004). These skills are, hereafter, referred to as the ‘soft' enterprise skills (Davies, 2002), and include skills such as problem solving, self-learning, creative thinking and ability to demonstrate leadership. People with those skills demonstrate abilities to draw their personal success through personal development plans that match their personal values, and have the confidence to carry them out; they also have awareness of personal strengths and weaknesses, likes and dislikes, as well as ambitions, motives, values and capabilities (Guirdham & Tyler, 1992).

However, in whichever context the term enterprise skills is used, enterprising people always present with high self-esteem and a sense of self-worth; they are always on the outlook for new opportunities that are likely to improve their future (Rohn, 2002). For that, they are seen as confident and courageous people, with excellent communication and creativity skills. Furthermore, enterprising people have a positive influence on the working environments they operate in; their effect may even extend beyond that to a wider range of individuals outside their work environment (Atherton, 2007). Therefore, this study does not only consider enterprise skills as skills needed for those intending to start or have started their own business, but rather considers them from a wider perspectives as skills needed by everyone in all contexts, whether employed or self-employed.

The development of enterprise skills through enterprise education has evolved over the years. Enterprise education initially started with a focus on developing students who are capable of starting and running their own businesses; (Brown, 1990; David A. Kirby, 2004), and mainly reflected an interest in utilising this education as a driver for national economic growth (Caird, 1990a, 1990b, 1991). However, enterprise education was thoroughly explored at a national level in the UK by the Centre for Education and Industry (2001), where they highlighted the lack of research in the area of enterprise education and the confusion surrounding its concept. The Davies Report (2002) was issued following the CEI Report and provided some practical solutions into enterprise education and a more comprehensive definition of enterprise competencies. Thus, the concept of enterprise education evolved to encourage pursue of new opportunities and the sustainability of HEIs’ own autonomy by considering relationships between HEIs, industries and the community (Gibb, 2002); Matlay (2006) viewed this education as a way to equip graduates with the skills and
competencies to move from education to real-world, and a number of studies e.g. (Martin, West, & Bill, 2008; National Skills Task Force, 2000); stressed the need for entrepreneurship education to address the development of entrepreneurial attitudes and skills that are not essentially targeted for the start-up of new businesses. In this regard, (Rae, 2004) also supported collaborative efforts to deliver enterprise education within different contexts of non-business backgrounds as the creative industries; and the same has been argued for the science, engineering and technology disciplines (Hynes & Richardson, 2007). Broad (2007) has also drawn attention for the need to research enterprise education and enterprise skills with more focus on exploring the methods and objectives of specific disciplines.

Accordingly, more generic definitions of enterprise education were introduced to include all its relevant aspects. Broad (2007) defined enterprise education as ‘the processes or series of activities that aim to enable an individual to assimilate and develop the knowledge, skills, and values required to become enterprising’ (p.5). The Department of Education and Training in Australia also defined enterprise education in their Enterprise Grants Report (2012) as provided by the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA), where enterprise education was defined as ‘learning which is directed towards developing in young people those skills, competencies, understandings and attributes which assist them to be innovative, identify, create, initiate and successfully manage personal, community, business and work opportunities, including working for themselves’ (p.3).

Furthermore, several frameworks were suggested for delivery of enterprise education including education ‘about’, ‘for’ and ‘into’ enterprise. Education ‘about’ enterprise is usually a theoretical approach that focuses on developing understanding about entrepreneurship and enterprise, while education ‘for’ enterprise specifically aims to prepare entrepreneurs and motivate learners to start up their own business; this education equips students with ‘functional’ enterprise skills which have been argued by (Galloway, et al., 2005) to be useful for those going for employment in addition to those seeking self-employment. Education ‘into’ or ‘through’ enterprise, however, focuses on developing the ‘soft’ enterprise skills that are essential for effectively carrying out various organisational tasks; it does not cancel entrepreneurship as a possible option for graduates, but does not set it as an anticipated outcome (Hartshorn, 2002). Education ‘into’ enterprise is concerned with learning approaches embedded within the curricula that aim to develop students’ enterprise skills rather than delivering enterprise education through separate courses provided normally by business schools.

Experiential learning and interactive learning approaches are applied quite a lot at professional schools in HEIs, such approaches have been proposed by Refai (2012) as means for education ‘into’ enterprise that could support the development of healthcare graduates’ ‘soft’ enterprise skills when embedded within the discipline-related curricula at professional schools. Such an approach would encourage students to integrate the knowledge and skills they gain across different courses and modules in ways that allow them to realise the practical application of their knowledge and support the development of a range of ‘soft’ enterprise skills. Application of experiential learning approaches at professional schools in HEIs can take place through several learning approaches such as Problem-based Learning (PBL) e.g. (Barrows, 2000; Savin-Baden, 2000, 2003, 2004, 2007), Enquiry-based Learning (EBL) e.g. (Kahn & O’Rourke, 2004; Price, 2003; Savin-Baden, 2007), Case-based Learning (CBL) e.g. (Chi-Wan & Lopez-Nerney, 2005; Richards & Inglehart, 2006; Savery, 2006; Srinivasan, Wilkes, Stevenson, Nguyen, & Slavin, 2007), team-based learning e.g. (Hassan, 2011; Stewart, Brown, Clavier, & Wyatt, 2011), and opportunity-centred learning e.g. (Rae, 2003). According to Refai (2012), delivering education ‘into’ enterprise across the discipline and incorporating it as part of health schools’ philosophies would improve the value of skills developed, as opposed to delivering it in a non-ubiquitous manner that is limited to academics who are personally interested in applying such education. In the latter case, academics can become quite frustrated for not seeing how their efforts could be developed throughout the programme, leading to students’ skills being developed out of context in an unstructured manner at most times (Refai, 2012).

As for developing healthcare graduates’ ‘functional’ enterprise skills through enterprise education, research shows that, over the past two decades, entrepreneurship programmes in non-business disciplines have gained growing importance, especially across the US HEIs (Katz, 2003). Such programmes are usually offered as management courses provided through business schools (Gartner & Vesper, 1994). In the UK, enterprise education has started to gain more importance in Engineering and Arts and Design disciplines, but is still very much behind in the health and medicine disciplines (Botham & Mason, 2007). This is supported in the findings of the Survey of Entrepreneurship in HEIs in Europe (2008), which showed that such education is provided more intensely, and in different and more elaborate ways, to students attending business schools or multidisciplinary institutions with a business school department, while specialised HEIs particularly technical ones are still somewhere behind. Thus, the survey highlighted that enterprise education
in Europe is still in its infancy stage, and there are yet a lot of challenges and obstacles to overcome. In the UK, Broad (2007) also highlighted that entrepreneurship programmes are still mainly offered to undergraduates in business schools, and mostly focused on developing students’ knowledge and understanding of entrepreneurship rather than the development of their skills, attitudes and behaviours. Such relatively low levels of enterprise activity added to the importance of conducting more research into enterprise education to study and assess its applicability and value in different disciplines.

The importance of investigating enterprise skills for healthcare professional graduates

The health sector market

In the UK, there are about 62,000 healthcare establishments, which are represented by various employers (Sector Skills Assessment, 2012). The health sector represents the sixth largest sector in the UK economy, and comprises 7% of the workforce in the UK; there are just over 2 million people working at this sector, and the NHS is regarded as the main employer comprising about 73% of the employment in the sector (Morton-Holmes, 2010), with more than 300 occupational opportunities available (Sector Skills Assessment, 2010).

Occupational opportunities in the healthcare sector comprise various occupational groups among which is the qualified medical support group, including, for example, community and hospital pharmacists, dieticians, physiotherapists and speech and language therapists. Other occupational groups under the healthcare sector include medical professionals, nurses, dentists, audiologists, biomedical scientists and medical physicists. Furthermore, these occupational groups include assistant/support roles such as nursing assistants and care assistants, qualified ambulance staff, therapeutic services such as art therapists and music therapists, and complementary medicine such as acupuncturists and sports therapists. The health sector is mainly dominated by nursing staff followed by the medical practitioner’s occupational groups comprising approximately 661,000 employees, while the vast majority of pharmacists work in large retail chains and independent pharmacies, and about 6,000 pharmacists are currently employed as hospital pharmacists, mostly in NHS hospitals (Sector Skills Assessment, 2010).

Demand for skills by the health sector

Considering the occupational opportunities for health graduates, it is apparent that a considerable number of these graduates will ultimately manage a business, as in the case of pharmacists, dentists, medical practitioners, acupuncturists and therapists. In the case of pharmacists, nearly 90% of pharmacy graduates choose their careers in the retail sector, where they would be responsible for handling various aspects of a pharmacy outlet (AGCAS, 2011). In such cases, professional health graduates would be expected to run and manage a business to various degrees, whether employed or self-employed, taking into consideration that in the case of privately-owned business, a health professional graduate is likely to require more aspects of ‘functional’ enterprise skills.

Furthermore, The Expert Group Report (2008) also stressed the importance of integrating enterprise education into scientific and technical disciplines to develop the enterprise skills of graduates in order to support important innovations and spin-offs in the field, and optimise the value of exploiting innovations, knowledge transfer and commercialising of technologies. The report mentions “While the creation of graduate start-ups is therefore a desirable outcome, it should not be forgotten that entrepreneurship is also (and equally) about successfully managing innovation and growth” (The Expert Group Report, 2008, p. 23).

Furthermore, the Health Sector: Sector Skills Assessment (2012) produced a report that draws upon various research studies that have been carried out by the Skills for Health over the past five years in the UK. The report shows that the health sector demands a higher level of skills than the average level required by other sectors. Yet, there are concerns about the level of basic skills, such as caring and personal services, which are demonstrated by the sector, as well as numeracy skills that are especially important in tasks as drug administration. The report highlighted the importance of ‘soft’ enterprise skills such as communication, problem solving, team-working and customer service for the sector, and added that employers will have to pay continuous attention to such skills since the sector aims to provide on-going high quality healthcare. According to the UK Commission’s Employer Skills Survey (B. Davies, Gore, Shury, Vivian, & Winterbotham, 2012), employers in the health sector were not satisfied by the level of a number of these skills particularly the oral communication skills, written communication skills, customer handling skills, team working skills and problem solving skills. Such skills are necessary, especially that a recent literature review by UKCES (Garrett, Campbell, & Mason, 2010) showed that demonstration of a high level of skills by the workforce in
an organisation is seen as one of the factors that support successful fulfilment of organisational goals, and, accordingly, support the performance of the sector. As for the ‘functional’ enterprise skills, The health sector: Sector Skills Assessment (2012) reported that ‘Whilst the sector reports a high level of skills, there are persistent questions around management and leadership capability within the sector, as well as the effectiveness of some of the high performing working practices’ (p. xi). In this regard, the UK Commission’s Employer Skills Survey (Davies et al., 2012) showed that employers in the health sector are especially dissatisfied by the level of planning and organisation skills, as well as strategic management skills.

From another perspective, most of the current research in healthcare disciplines is focused on teaching and learning to equip HE professional graduates with professional and technical skills that are related to the discipline, without having a more general perspective on developing a wider range of their work-related skills or the extent of the need for these skills. This issue was raised by (Refai, 2012) who concluded that the skills needed by the health sector graduates might comprise a greater range of skills than those normally attended to, namely, clinical and patient-care skills. Therefore, it becomes necessary to investigate the role of HEIs in developing healthcare professional graduates’ ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills, especially that the careers of those graduates are very specialised and normally associated with high levels of risk, long working hours and challenging situations that add to the importance of equipping them with the necessary skills, which would allow a smoother transition from HE to the workplace, and support them to carry out their tasks more effectively.

Methodology and data collection

This exploratory study was conducted in the pharmacy education context in the UK. The study adopted Gadamer’s hermeneutic phenomenology; such a qualitative research methodology was deemed appropriate as it supported the consideration of various views of relevant parties by bringing them together in points of ‘fusion of horizons’ without imposing personal prejudices of the researcher or completely bracketing them out (Gadamer, Barden, & Cumming, 1975). Yet, as in any qualitative study, it is not possible to reach complete objectivity, which is an issue that can impact the confirmability of results. Furthermore, generalisability cannot be claimed. Accordingly, this paper does not offer clear cut answers as to how professional healthcare schools at HEIs develop, or should develop, their graduates’ enterprise skills, but, rather, offers a theoretical basis for better understanding of the extent to which EE is delivered at pharmacy schools to develop graduates’ ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills, and how effective the process of delivering it is. The study offers suggestions to improve EE at professional schools in ways that address the general needs of graduates in the health sector, and makes them more employable. In doing so, the study highlights debates of academics and employers in the field and addresses certain issues that impact the delivery of EE in healthcare professional schools at HEIs.

The study involved gathering views from different respondents, considering the issues from different perspectives, and analysing data through categorising them into themes using Thematic Analysis (TA) as described by (Braun & Clarke, 2006), which, consequently, allowed for developing interpretations and drawing conclusions relating to the questions addressed in this study including:

- To what extent is EE delivered at pharmacy schools to develop graduates’ ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills?
- How effective is the process of delivering EE at pharmacy schools?

To answer these questions, Data was collected through personal interviews with pharmacy employers and pharmacy academics, including thirteen interviews with pharmacy employers to evaluate their extent of satisfaction by the level of skills demonstrated by recent graduates, and their opinions regarding the need for ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills in their health sector. Interviews with pharmacy academics included twenty interviews with academics teaching at pharmacy schools across seven HEIs in the UK; these aimed to evaluate academics’ views regarding development of pharmacy students ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills during their studies, and efforts placed to develop those skills.

Selection of participants was done using purposive and snowball sampling. Initially, the first round of interviews was carried out with thirteen employers followed by twenty academics. After that, a second round of reflective interviews was carried out with three employers and four academics, who were among the participants in the first round of interviews. Reflective interviews aimed to ensure that the initial views of pharmacy employers and academics are brought back to a group of them alongside the feedback of other concerned parties, thus, allowing them the opportunity to reflect on their initial views as well as on other
respondents’ views. These reflective interviews also helped the researcher to confirm personal interpretations concluded and, thus, minimise the chances of personal bias in the results by supporting the researcher’s personal interpretations of the data.

**Results**

*Delivering enterprise education to HE professional graduates*

There was no general understanding amongst academics of the concept of enterprise education in the sense referred to in this study. Academics generally relate this concept to entrepreneurship education only, or more specifically to concepts of management and starting up and running of new businesses, without understanding the wider perspectives and applications of this concept.

Yet, several academics mentioned that the educational process focuses on developing a range of students’ ‘soft’ enterprise skills, but this does not take place as part of enterprise education. Some academics mentioned that there is a small number of pharmacy schools that provide students with separate management courses, but in most schools this does not take place. A lot of enthusiasm was noted among academics to engage students in the learning process through interactive learning by encouraging them, for example, to present, negotiate, write proposals, interact with patients, research references and tackle problems. Such activities take place within pharmacy modules as part of various experiential learning approaches, and are applied not only to build students’ knowledge in an interactive way, but also to develop a wide range of their transferable skills, while helping them develop better understanding about the career path they wish to go for and what they would need to develop to go for that path. However, academics agreed that the implementation of such experiential and interactive learning approaches is not obligatory, but rather done in some courses by some academics who are personally interested in applying them.

In this regard, academics also added that pharmacy schools are now increasingly interested in integrating a professional identity in the educational process. Students should not learn only for the purpose of gaining knowledge and skills, but should be able to see further how the knowledge and skills they develop would shape their future professional lives. Academics mentioned that the interactive learning approaches that students engage in should help them develop such professional identities.

*Views about the need for enterprise skills by recent graduates*

All academics and employers agreed that ‘soft’ enterprise skills are essential for professional graduates to pursue their careers whether employed or self-employed, and added that graduates are exposed to critical real-life situations from the moment they start their careers, which makes developing their enterprise skills essential. Employers mentioned that HEIs could contribute to developing more knowledgeable pharmacists, but that does not necessarily mean they would be good pharmacists, and, therefore, considered enterprise skills to be as important as knowledge in a pharmacist’s career. For instance, it is essential for pharmacists to have enough confidence to establish strong communication channels with patients and other professionals in the health sector. Professional graduates in the health sector should also present with organisational skills and time management skills that enable them to handle the multiple tasks imposed by their work environment. Other skills such as resourcefulness, ability to work in teams, organising and prioritising tasks, interaction and problem-solving were also seen as important for healthcare professional graduates.

Many employers also stressed the importance of business and management skills. Pharmacists, for instance, can be involved in purchase transactions, promotional offers, customer/patient enquiries, customer/patient complaints, profits and losses, corporate governance, organisational culture and other aspects of business environments. Senior health professionals will also need to manage and inspire staff, delegate tasks, involve in budgeting and preparation of plans and annual reports. Employers saw that such skills are very important for pharmacists, but yet did not prioritise them over pharmacy knowledge, especially that these skills are more relevant to senior pharmacists who would have learnt these skills by the time they have become senior. Therefore, despite that employers encouraged HEIs to take part in building pharmacy graduates’ management skills, they did not support the development of those skills through separate management courses especially that pharmacy students study for a science degree that should be focused on the discipline.
Employers also added that demonstrating a good level of ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills by recent graduates would give them better employment opportunities, and help them start their careers more efficiently instead of struggling for a few months, or years sometimes, before clearly understanding their roles. Employers added that 15-20 years ago, skills were not an important part of the employment assessment criteria as they are now since the number of graduates was quite low and there was less competition. However, nowadays there is a growing interest in these skills as the number of healthcare graduates and competition increase, but this should never be at the expense of knowledge since both are very important.

Academics also saw that the ‘functional’ enterprise skills are valuable skills, but agreed that they could be learnt through experience in the real-world. Therefore, academics did not support developing those skills through separate management courses as that does not match with the discipline, which should be focused on a scientific degree; this rejection was coupled with some hostility in the responses of some academics such as “whoever is clever enough to study for a pharmacy degree, should find it easy to develop management skills in the real-world”.

The level of skills demonstrated by recent graduates

Despite being satisfied by the level of professional graduates’ knowledge, employers were not satisfied by their ability to demonstrate a range of enterprise skills. Regarding the level of ‘soft’ enterprise skills, employers were particularly concerned about graduates’ ability to demonstrate confidence and good communication skills; they were also not satisfied by the level of personal skills including time management and team skills. As for the ‘functional’ enterprise skills, employers saw that recent graduates lacked organisational skills, delegation and management skills.

Academics agreed with employers that the level of graduate enterprise skills should be improved further, especially when it comes to ‘soft’ enterprise skills as confidence and communication skills, and agreed that more cooperation between HEIs and the employment sector is needed in this regard. Academics also added that presenting with such skills is necessary to maintain the image of the health profession, and mentioned that this image today is not as bright as it used to be in the past, and definitely not as bright as it should be. Academics stressed the importance of having capable pharmacist and not just knowledgeable ones, and that the educational process should define exactly what healthcare professionals are here for in order to help them understand the uniqueness of their profession, and the different ‘non-discipline’ aspects, which they are expected to take part in in order to effectively fulfil their roles in the marketplace. Yet, academics also believed that healthcare professional graduates are ready to meet the challenges of the real-world, and mentioned that they should have the necessary level of knowledge and skills to meet the needs of the real-world in whichever sector they decide to go for.

Discussion

This paper aims to identify the extent to which pharmacy schools apply EE to develop graduates’ ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills, and evaluate the extent to which the process of delivering this education is effective. Employers and academics in this study were in agreement that the development of graduates’ enterprise skills is valuable and can enhance graduates’ employability and professional identity as well as their ability to apply their knowledge in practice, which is a matter that has been supported in literature in general e.g. (Draycott & Rae, 2011; Rae, 2007, 2010), and for the health sector in particular (e.g. The Expert Report, 2008; Sector Skills Assessment, 2012). Despite this importance, there was a general dissatisfaction among employers by the level of enterprise skills demonstrated by recent pharmacy graduates, where employers mostly blamed HEIs for not preparing graduates for the job; this confirms with the findings of previous studies that showed lack of satisfaction among employers about the level of enterprise skills (Lowden, Hall, Elliot, & Lewin, 2011), and employability skills (AGR, 2008; Cotton, 2001). Despite that employers agreed that graduates do not have a sufficient level of skills to apply their knowledge in real-life, they still agreed that pharmacy graduates have a good level of knowledge.

In this regard, it was apparent that pharmacy schools support the development of graduates’ enterprise skills through the various experiential and interactive learning approaches, which have been proposed by Refai (2012) as means for education ‘into’ enterprise, however, this does not take place at pharmacy schools under the umbrella of enterprise education. Several issues that could hinder the development of graduates’ enterprise skills were uncovered in this regard. On the one hand, application of the experiential and interactive learning approaches takes place in discipline-related contexts and through discipline-related
activities, and, therefore, can support the development of graduates ‘soft’ but not ‘functional’ enterprise skills (Refai, 2012). Furthermore, despite that literature calls for applying experiential and interactive learning approaches as part of schools’ learning philosophies e.g. (Barrows, 1986; Savin-Baden, 2003; Walton & Matthews, 1989), this was not the case in pharmacy schools where the application of such learning approaches is not obligatory nor a part of schools’ philosophies, which does not support continuity or integration in the application of these learning approaches as academics can become quite frustrated due to the lack of support from their schools (Refai, 2012).

On the other hand, academics lacked awareness and knowledge of enterprise education and could not see how their teaching could be utilised as enterprise education. Academics and employers related the concept of enterprise education merely to the separate management courses provided to pharmacy students through business schools. Such confusion underlying the concept of enterprise education was highlighted in literature by a number of researchers e.g. (Draycott & Rae, 2011; Refai, 2012; Sewell & Pool, 2010) who mentioned that this concept could mean different things to different people, making it essential to define exactly what is meant by it in the context of any research.

However, it is worth mentioning here that involving students in learning approaches where they mimic the steps that pharmacists would go through in the real-world is essential in order to build their professional identity. Academics saw this as an important matter especially in light of the currently declining image of the pharmacy profession. This might be an interesting aspect of this research as there are many studies investigating professional identities in general, and to a lesser extent in the healthcare sector in particular e.g. (Hall & Burns, 2009; MacLeod, 2011). However, there are hardly any studies investigating the relation between enterprise education and the development of professional identities, which might be an area for future research.

As for the development of ‘functional’ enterprise skills, which have been argued in academic literature as necessary for scientific disciplines (The Expert Report, 2008; Sector Skills Assessment, 2012), it was clear in this study that the educational process at pharmacy schools does not incorporate the development of these skills, except in a limited number of pharmacy schools where separate management courses are provided to students as part of the curriculum. Yet, even in the latter case, such courses can be categorised under education ‘about’ enterprise, which is mostly a theoretical approach (Gibb, 1999) that has been argued by Solomon and Fernald (1991) as insufficient to equip students with the necessary enterprise skills to become successful business people, and by Kirby (2002) as unable to add to their creativity or their ability to act strategically in changing environments. Therefore, it is not seen to be capable, by its self, of producing students who can handle real-life problems since they would lack the necessary skills to integrate and relate their knowledge (Barrows, 2003; Berry, 1993; Doyle, 1995). This issue was raised by Refai (2012) who concluded that professional schools in HEIs should consider developing a wider range of skills for graduates in the health sector, where such skills should go beyond the clinical and patient-care skills that are essentially part of the discipline.

In light of the lack of support from pharmacy schools to embed the development of enterprise skills as part of schools’ philosophies and the lack of awareness of academics of the concept of enterprise education, it was not surprising to find that there is no movement, or even intention of movement, in pharmacy schools toward the development of ‘functional’ enterprise skills, nor was it surprising to face rejection, and sometimes even some hostility, from academics and employers to the idea of delivering enterprise education through business and management schools. However, based on reviewing the relevant literature, the growing importance of integrating enterprise into healthcare disciplines cannot be neglected, as enterprise skills are becoming an essential driver of the real-world health sector, which besides showing more business start-ups and managing and running of businesses, is also showing increased focus on innovations and spin-offs, as well as knowledge transfer and commercialising of technologies (The Expert Report, 2008), as shown in Figure 1. Whilst this is important, Figure 1 also shows that the findings of this research show that professional schools at HEIs are not moving with the flow of the marketplace, where their attention is still focused on disciplinary knowledge and technical skills. This should not imply, however, that the current focus of HEIs is not important as disciplinary knowledge and technical skills are at the core of healthcare disciplines, but should rather raise the attention of professional schools at HEIs to manage the dynamics of the real-world more carefully in order to prepare professional graduates who can drive success and revive the image of the profession.

Figure 1: Real world vs. HE in the health sector.
Conclusion:

Through investigating enterprise education in this study, the lack of awareness of the concept of enterprise education among healthcare academics alongside the lack of support from healthcare schools to have it applied as a learning philosophy became apparent. This might explain why pharmacy schools do not have collaborative efforts between their departments or formal bodies that discuss the delivery and objectives of enterprise education across the school. Thus, a lot of the ‘soft’ enterprise skills, which are currently developed through experiential learning approaches, are developed in an unstructured manner, while no notable efforts to develop ‘functional’ enterprise skills observed. Several institutions have supported collaborative efforts between departments to support models for enterprise education at HEIs (Broad, 2007).

Therefore, before focusing on delivering EE at healthcare schools at HEIs, it would be wise to consider means by which an EE culture can be instilled within these professional schools starting by raising awareness about the concepts of EE and enterprise skills at the level of management and staff, before moving on to delivering it to students. This is important because, obviously, EE cannot be delivered effectively without building a prior understanding among academics about the concept of EE and the need for both, ‘soft’ and ‘functional’ enterprise skills. That way, professional schools would be more likely to embed EE as a learning philosophy, and the traditional idea that EE can only be delivered through business schools will be gradually overcome. Accordingly, healthcare academics will be able to take part in EE, and take on an active role in developing curricula in ways that formally address the development of enterprise skills, without compromising the science content of healthcare programmes, which is a concern that appeared of utmost importance for healthcare academics and employers in this research. This is also expected to reduce the rejection/hostility that healthcare academics show against providing enterprise education through business schools as they themselves would be offered the opportunity to develop students’ enterprise skills, which is something that the students themselves might also find interesting.

In summary, this paper emphasises that appreciating the value of entrepreneurship and being able to demonstrate a range of enterprise skills should not be confined to business disciplines nor to people studying entrepreneurship. Furthermore, despite that this study was conducted in the pharmacy context, reflections on what is going on in this sector are likely to be valuable and applicable across the health sector in general. This paper, therefore, should provide guidance to educators wishing to design, develop and implement enterprise education in healthcare disciplines by highlighting the importance of embedding an enterprise culture in professional schools, which appeared to be lacking in this research. This paper also invites future research in this area that investigates means by an enterprise culture can be embedded in professional schools starting from the management and staff in these schools before moving on to students, and also sets ground for further research that investigates processes of delivering enterprise education in professional schools more thoroughly.
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